Help us do something about
Watchtower’s most damaging policies…
•
•
•
•
•

Shunning of former believers
Mishandling of child abuse
Mishandling of domestic abuse
Stigmatization of higher education
Ban on certain blood treatments

Advocates for Awareness of
Watchtower Abuses

The world must know about these
harmful policies before we can begin to
think about seeing an end to them.

Please visit

We are watching.

www.AAWA.co

We are speaking.
We are doing.

Thank you for
your support!

A worthy cause

Volunteers who care

Throughout history there have been bullies. Bullies are those
who put their own interests first, and inflict harm on others.
Bullies prosper and flourish in an environment where they
can inflict misery on their victims unopposed. Many who
leave Jehovah’s Witnesses quickly identify the Watch Tower
Society as an organization that manifests these qualities.
Watchtower imposes mental and emotional abuse on any
who choose to leave of their own free will through its cruel
shunning policy, which tears families apart. AAWA believes
that such damaging practices must not be allowed to
continue. AAWA’s volunteers are those who dare to say,
“enough is enough” by working to raise public awareness of
the damage Watchtower is inflicting on people’s lives.

AAWA has over 200 volunteers working from around the
globe via the internet, and is expanding rapidly. At present,
roughly 3 volunteers are joining AAWA every day. They are
committed individuals, including Witnesses, former
Witnesses, and even some individuals who have never been
Witnesses but still want to help. AAWA volunteers give freely
of their time, energy and skills in furtherance of AAWA’s
objectives. They are AAWA’s most treasured resource,
because without their hard work and personal sacrifice,
AAWA would not be able to accomplish its work.

A Mission Statement that works
One of the things that makes AAWA so unique is its Mission
Statement, which was drafted after careful thought and
deliberation by AAWA’s founders over many weeks. It
defines precisely which of Watchtower’s beliefs and
practices are most damaging, and articulates the manner in
which AAWA goes about its work of raising awareness. In
particular, many of our volunteers and supporters have
expressed approval of AAWA’s religiously neutral stance. This
approach means that AAWA’s time and resources are not
used in furtherance of any religious or philosophical
viewpoint or agenda. AAWA is only interested in highlighting
Watchtower’s most damaging policies and helping Witnesses
escape the organization’s mind control.

Raising awareness
AAWA has already had a small measure of success in
spreading the word about harmful Watchtower practices
online, but it has bigger ambitions. AAWA wants to spread its
message throughout the world’s media – reaching the largest
possible audience. To that end, AAWA is already engaging
professional PR companies who can assist in achieving
coverage in newspapers and on TV and radio networks.

What AAWA needs
AAWA is very grateful to those who kindly donate money to
its cause via its website – www.AAWA.co. However, what
AAWA appreciates most of all is volunteers who are willing
to help make its vision a reality. If you feel you are able to
assist AAWA either financially or with your time and skills,
please visit our website. We are glad to have you with us!

